Background/Aims: Parkinsonism is often associated with symptoms of frontotemporal dementia (FTD), but its pathogenesis has been largely neglected. In genetic inherited FTD-related granulin (GRN) mutations, parkinsonism is an early sign, and it is more common than in sporadic disorders. Our aim was to study grey matter (GM) volume changes in subcortical and deep cortical regions in GRN -related FTD. Methods: A total of 33 FTD patients (13 carriers of the GRN mutation, GRN+ , and 20 non-carriers, GRN-) and 12 healthy controls (HC) were included in the study. Each subject underwent an MRI examination (1) for voxel-based morphometry to study GM differences in cortical and subcortical regions, and (2) for a region of interest approach using a probabilistic atlas of subcortical regions (caudate nucleus, putamen, thalamus and amygdala) to assess the regional differences. Results: The GRN+ group showed greater damage in frontotemporal regions than the GRN-group. The FTD patients had greater GM atrophy in the caudate nucleus and in the thalamus bilaterally than the HC. Damage to these subcortical and deep cortical regions was greater in the GRN+ than in the GRN-patients. Discussion: Subcortical and deep cortical involvement is a key feature of FTD, and more pronounced in GRN -related disease. Damage to the caudate region in GRN+ patients may explain the parkinsonism frequently associated since the early stages of the disease.
Introduction
Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by behavioural abnormalities, language impairment and deficits of executive functions [1, 2] . A number of disease-causative genes have been identified so far [3] . Loss-of-function mutations within the granulin (GRN) gene represent one of the best-recognized pathogenetic determinants along with mutations within MAPT and C9orf72 [4] . Patients carrying GRN mutations usually show variable age at onset and clinical presentation, ranging from behaviouralvariant FTD to prevalent involvement of language functions, i.e. agrammatic-variant primary progressive aphasia, or corticobasal syndrome [5] . In all these phenotypes, parkinsonism is present early during the course of the disease. Histopathological studies confirmed the presence of subcortical atrophy in FTD patients, involving the caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus and amygdala [6] [7] [8] . Pathological studies as well as radiological analysis by MRI demonstrated a variable degree of atrophy in subcortical structures [9, 10] in GRNrelated FTD, with a prevalent involvement of the caudate nucleus [9] . In this sense, starting from this earlier work [11] , we performed a fully automated volumetric analysis using regions of interest (ROIs) based on probabilistic atlases [12, 13] even on GRN -related disease. These atlases are based on the anatomical examination of large samples of healthy subjects and provide information about the voxel-specific probability of observing a given structure in stereotactic space [14, 15] . Such a methodological approach allowed a more precise definition of subcortical regional atrophy, improving the accuracy of the analysis, compared with voxelwise statistical approaches. In fact, global statistical significance in a specific anatomical structure can be reached even if it is absent at the level of single voxels [11] . To this purpose, we firstly performed a voxelwise whole-brain analysis to assess the significant differences in grey matter (GM) density in the three groups of subjects, i.e. GRN -related FTD (GRN+) patients, non-GRN -related FTD (GRN-) patients and age-matched healthy controls (HC). After this, we measured the GM volumes of the caudate nucleus, putamen and thalamus as well as of the amygdala in order to define GM volume changes in relation to the clinical diagnosis (FTD) and the presence of mutation (GRN) .
Subjects and Methods

Subjects
The studied sample included 33 patients with FTD, all genetically characterized by the presence/absence of GRN and MAPT mutations and C9orf72 hexanucleotide expansion. Twelve of them resulted to be carriers of the GRN Thr272fs mutation (GRN+) , while 20 were non-carriers of the genetic variations screened for (GRN-) . Twelve age-and gender-matched HC were enrolled as a control group. All patients met the current clinical diagnostic criteria for FTD [1, 2] . To increase as much as possible our confidence in the correctness of the diagnosis of FTD patients without GRN Thr272fs mutation, they had to have been clinically and neuropsychologically followed up for at least 2 years by the time of recruitment, and the diagnosis had to be confirmed.
All patients underwent a clinical and neurological evaluation, a routine laboratory examination and brain MRI. An extensive neuropsychological assessment, including the FTDmodified Clinical Dementia Rating scale, was conducted, as previously described [16] .
Written informed consent (from the subject, or from the responsible guardian if the subject was incapable) was obtained before study initiation for each procedure, including blood collection from venous puncture, genetic analysis and MRI. The work conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics committee.
GRN Sequencing
Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood using a standard procedure. All the 12 exons plus exon 0 of GRN and at least 30 bp of their flanking introns were evaluated by polymerase chain reaction and subsequent sequencing. The GRN Thr272fs (g.1977_1980 delCACT) mutation was tested for, as previously described [17, 18] .
Statistics for Demographic and Clinical Data
The SPSS package (version 17.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, Ill., USA) was used to run statistics for group differences in demographic and clinical characteristics. Group comparisons were made by the Mann-Whitney U test or χ 2 test, setting the statistical threshold at p ≤ 0.05 (Bonferroni corrected).
MRI Acquisition
All images were obtained using a 1.5-tesla MR scanner (Siemens Symphony; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a circularly polarized transmit/receive coil. In a single session for each subject, a 3D MPRAGE (magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo) T1-weighted scan was collected (TR = 2,010 ms; TE = 3.93 ms; matrix = 1 × 1 × 1; in-plane field of view = 250 × 250 mm; slice thickness = 1 mm; flip angle = 15°). Preprocessing and statistical analysis were performed using the SPM8 package (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) running on Matlab 7.6 (MathWorks, Natick, Mass., USA). T1-weighted images of all recruited subjects were visually inspected for qualitative assessment of macroscopic atrophy and to check the quality of the data before carrying out a quantitative volumetric analysis. The MPRAGE data were processed using the voxel-based morphometry protocol in SPM8. For each subject, an iterative combination of segmentations and normalizations (implemented within the 'segment' module) produced a GM probability map [19] in Montreal Neurological Institute coordinates. To compensate for compression or expansion during warping of images to match the template, the GM maps were modulated by multiplying the intensity of each voxel by the local value derived from the deformation field (Jacobian determinants) [20] . All data were then smoothed using a 10-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel. For the voxelwise analysis, a three-group ANOVA statistical design was defined. The statistical threshold was set at p < 0.05, familywise error (FWE) corrected, for the comparisons between patients and HC ( GRN+ vs. HC and GRN-vs. HC). For the direct comparison between the two groups of patients ( GRN+ vs. GRN-), a less stringent statistical threshold was set at p < 0.01 (uncorrected), and only the clusters surviving at FWE 0.05 (FWE 0.05 cluster level) were considered, as previously described [21] .
ROIs were derived using a probabilistic map-based approach, as previously described and validated [11] . For each voxel of the reference space, probabilistic maps described the frequency with which a given area was observed at this specific position in a reference sample, i.e. how likely it was to be found at a given position. We used two sets of probabilistic maps: one for the caudate nucleus, putamen and thalamus, derived from the International Consortium for Brain Mapping atlas (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/atlases), and one for the amygdala, based on cytoarchitectonic examination, as described in Amunts et al. [22] . From these probabilistic maps we computed a maximum probability map (MPM), allowing us to classify voxels into distinct and non-overlapping ROIs for each area. The MPM attributes each voxel to a specific, most likely region by comparing the probabilities for all areas observed at any given position in a population [12] . Thus, the visualization and use of MPMs are similar to those of conventional brain atlases, but MPMs represent the most likely area at each position rather than a single 'typical' hemisphere. The extracted GM volumes were subsequently corrected for total intracranial volume. We previously provided a validation of this set of ROIs for the assessment of basal ganglion and amygdala volumes in a population of patients with frontotemporal lobar degeneration [11] . GM volumes for each area from each subject were then compared across groups by a three-way ANOVA design, and post hoc comparisons were done by pairwise t tests, using the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (p < 0.05). The analyses were performed using the SPSS software package (version 16.0 for Windows; SPSS Inc.).
Results
Subjects
The demographic and clinical characteristics of the 13 GRN+ and the 20 GRN -subjects are shown in table 1 . The GRN+ group showed, as expected, a higher prevalence of a positive family history as well as a significantly earlier onset of the disease. The two groups were comparable regarding demographic characteristics, disease duration and disease severity, as measured by the Clinical Dementia Rating scale modified for FTD, and behavioural disturbances, as measured by the Frontal Behavioural Inventory and Neuropsychiatric Inventory.
Voxelwise Analysis
Overall, the FTD patients showed significant bilateral GM atrophy in frontotemporal regions compared with the HC ( fig. 1 a) . The GRN+ subjects presented greater frontotemporal damage than the GRN-subjects ( fig. 1 b, c) . Furthermore, as shown in figure 2 , in the GRN+ patients there was more severe involvement of these regions than in the GRN-patients (x, y, z: -6, -18, -8 left thalamus, T = 7.92, cluster = 37,860, FWE cluster level p < 0.001; x, y, z: 8, -20, 8 right thalamus, T = 6.08, cluster = 37,860, FWE cluster level p < 0.001; x, y, z: -34, -16, -4 left inferior frontal gyrus, T = 5.66, cluster = 37,860, FWE cluster level p < 0.001). 
test (comparing FTD-GRN+ with FTD-GRN-).
ROIs: Group Comparisons
In table 2 , the mean values for the ROIs in each of the areas evaluated are shown. Greater bilateral GM atrophy in the caudate nucleus and thalamus was observed in the FTD patients, and a main effect was demonstrated for the GRN+ group as compared with the GRN-group.
Discussion
In this work we studied the involvement of subcortical structures in GRN -related pathology using in vivo volumetric analysis, as previously described for sporadic patients with FTD [11] . First of all, in line with our previous findings [11] , we confirmed the subcortical involvement in FTD. Furthermore, when considering the presence of GRN -related pathology, we found a significantly higher grade of atrophy in the caudate nucleus and thalamus bilaterally compared with GRN-patients. The results of the ROI approach were also confirmed by voxelwise voxel-based morphometry analysis, with greater GM atrophy in the GRN+ group, especially in subcortical regions. The greater subcortical atrophy was not related to a more advanced clinical stage of the disease in the GRN+ patients. Although the involvement of these subcortical structures (especially the caudate nucleus and thalamus) cannot be considered to be specific to GRNrelated pathology (being evident also in the sporadic form), this is the first study that demonstrates a higher rate of GM atrophy in subcortical structures for GRN -related pathology, supporting its role in the complex networks that sustain the phenotypic presentation of the disease, such as extrapyramidal symptoms, frequently associated with behavioural and language impairments [10, 23, 24] . As supported by histopathological studies [25] [26] [27] , patients with GRN mutations present a highly consistent pattern characterized by more severe atrophy in the frontal lobe, severe involvement of the caudate nucleus as well as loss of pigmentation of the substantia nigra [28] . Furthermore, ubiquitin immunohistochemistry studies demonstrated that key elements of ubiquitinated frontotemporal lobar degeneration, such as neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions and lentiform ubiquitin-immunoreactive neuronal intranuclear inclusions, are highly represented in subcortical regions, especially the caudate nucleus and putamen [10] . From this perspective, the involvement of subcortical regions (like the caudate nucleus) and the substantia nigra could be the neuropathological basis for the parkinsonism commonly associated with the clinical course of GRN -related pathology [10] . Early involvement of these subcortical and deep cortical brain regions, even though not pathognomonic, may be considered a signature of GRN -related disease. GRN -related FTD encompasses a heterogeneous spectrum of clinical presentation related to frontotemporal and even parietal damage [29] [30] [31] compared with other FTD disorders. This study suggests that subcortical and deep cortical damage involves extra brain areas in GRN+ patients, thus further establishing the picture of the disease. The relationship between progranulin haploinsufficiency due to GRN mutations and the wide cerebral involvement of cortical, subcortical and deep cortical brain areas is still undetermined. However, this study suggests that GRN -related FTD is a more complex disease than was thought at the beginning, not only affecting frontal and temporal lobes. Further confirmatory research is warranted.
